Doomsday Scenario for Gold

Hard fall in gold prices seen recently warning came in a loss of $ 500 worth more.
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Duke University professor Campbell Harvey, said on CNBC ounce of gold price of $ 500 to the current level of $ 1.294, down, downside level of $ 800, he said. Harvey Fuqua School of Business of the University who served the Duke of gold in the history of two thousand five hundred years, due to inflation, the price has not changed at all, he said. Harvey, "an ounce of gold to $ 800 may be degraded in the long term," he said. faculty member, "When you look at the historical developments, the average gold prices the trend seems to be stable, if the level has dropped. Gold has dropped below a certain critical level was up again, "he continued. BEFORE SEEN Harvey, the lower levels of gold onsunun downside than $ 800, said recently landed ounce lower price levels: "Maybe this changes in gold prices will not be tomorrow, but the cycle takes 10-15 years. now you are in such a cycle, "he said. CHINESE INFLUENCE Expert is linked to the price of gold demand in this regard in China in an effective emphasized that developments and "China's economic growth a sign that the slowdown in demand for gold will decline. China is one of the largest buyers of gold, "he continued.
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Prime Minister Erdoğan, scheduled for release "Democratization Package" in the settlement process, the electoral threshold, Alevi and regulations will take place towards the headscarf in the public sector.

PYD Chairman: We will be a federal structure
PYD Kurdish armed group operating in Syria, the Kurdish parties in Syria claimed that the government had agreed to set up.

Unpainted White Hair Solution!
Sign in with your head at stand 8500 per month additional income
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One... So invest in a reliable port of gold output will be?
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Top Stories

TÜPRAŞ dominant teams in Finance
Finance teams, with Turkey Oil Refineries police launched an investigation. Some of the documents are put into hand, whether or not fuel smuggling investigation.

Elif Cakir has Basbug and Special Period Analysis
Elif Cakir, two photographs taken in Cankaya Presidential Palace in Turkey drew attention to the change.

Selahattin Demirtas Live

Proposition 6 +6 Zam officer arrived Bakancdan Reply
Labour Minister Faruk Celik, "This is the rates described in the realities of the country, the economy, taking into account the facts and of course the quality of life, we will be in a compromise."

An infamous is the famous player!
Elif numa kek shopping the previous day's shirt Erdal Özüçalıg the alarm on the alarm caused smiles.

Breaking News

Android 4.3 introduced!
Guaranteed Diploma in Business
That status Wind Erkoçlar'ın Last!
Prime Minister Erdoğan, iftar with riot police
Zero Point Cannonball Down One More Time
TRNC President Dervis Eroğlu Description
Inadequacy Minister was close Müezzinoğlu Physician
Broadcast Accident
Selahattin Demirtas, Diyarbakır, who comments on the agenda, while chatting with reporters after the report was broadcast live.
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Minister of Syria
Evaluation meeting chaired by the Prime Minister's Official Residence of the Prime Minister of Syria carried out.
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Breitbart Accident
Selahattin Demirtas, Diyarbakır, who comments on the agenda, while chatting with reporters after the report was broadcast live.

Minister of Syria
Evaluation meeting chaired by the Prime Minister's Official Residence of the Prime Minister of Syria carried out.
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